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Subject: short summary and next steps
From: Alain Blondel <alain.blondel@cern.ch>
Date: 08.04.2016 18:17
To: "nufact16-SPC@cern.ch" <nufact16-SPC@cern.ch>, "nufact16-WG1@cern.ch" <nufact16WG1@cern.ch>, "nufact16-WG2@cern.ch" <nufact16-WG2@cern.ch>, "nufact16WG3@cern.ch" <nufact16-WG3@cern.ch>, "nufact16-WG4@cern.ch" <nufact16WG4@cern.ch>, "nufact16-WG5@cern.ch" <nufact16-WG5@cern.ch>
CC: Takashi Kobayashi <takashi.kobayashi@kek.jp>
dear all,
first of all apologies for the poor connection yesterday and the abrupt ending of the
meeting. A short summary of main actions and of work to be done online follows.
-- the NUFACT16 announcements to all contacts mentioned have been sent, if you don't
hear about NUFACT16 within the next few days and think you should please feel free to
act -- just let us know.
-- As far as the plenary sessions are concerned:
we have now compiled the suggestions of the working groups (not all were given on the
same day and this got us confused),
and will send around a more elaborate version of the program that takes into account
these proposals in about a week. (Please remember that what has been distributed so
far is a straw-man program, which is obviously in no way official -- please do not
make premature announcements!). A bit of arithmetic reveals that in order to fit in
the plenary session time we will have to make some cuts and/or groupings.
-- round table panelists are being invited as well as the neutrino Nobel Prizes
-- the poster will be distributed soon for checking
-- we see that the WG conveners are engaged in setting up joined sessions, this is
great. We will assemble this part after the first return on abstracts.
-- let us know of anything we forgot to record.

kind regards,
Alain, Jacques, Takashi

-Alain Blondel -- DPNC University of Geneva
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